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that he meant Manilius, whose poem was not unknown, and was indeed
carefully studied (e.g. by Bernard Silvestris), in the twelfth century, than
' Anitius Manlius,' i.e. Boethius; and the suggestion (p. 215) that Adelard
of Bath refers under the form ' Gybertus ' not to Gerbert but to Gilbert de
la Porree, ingenious as it is, requires corroboratdon. But of the amazing
research to which every page of the book bears witness there can be but
one opinion. We are thankful that in forsaking his native tongue for
Latin Professor Bubnov has brought his admirable work within the
range of students ignorant of Bussian. B. L. P.

The sixth of the lavishly illustrated and wonderfully cheap mono-
graphs zur Weltgeschichte edited by E. Heyck is Das (Mere deutsche
Stddtewesen und Bilrgerthum (Bielefeld: Velhagen & Biasing, 1898).
The letterpress, by Professor Georg von Below, is not, of course, primarily
addressed to scholars, but they will be glad to have a general review of
German municipal life from the pen of so eminent an authority. Most
of the hundred and forty illustrations are good photographs either of old
town plans and engravings of buildings or of actual medieval survivals in
towns like Rothenburg and Hildesheim. They are sufficiently numerous
to afford an excellent basis for comparison of styles at different places
and dates. The number of town-halls figured, for instance, is no less
than twenty-five. J. T.

It seems hardly necessary to do much more than chronicle the appear-
ance of another volume of the abW P. Feret's exhaustive History of the
Theological Faculty of Paris, of which previous volumes have been already
reviewed in these pages—La Faculti de ' Thiologie de Paris et ses
Docteurs Us plus GiUbxes (' Epoque Moderne.' Tome premier, ' XVe

Siecle : Phases Historiques.' Paris : Picard, 1899). The present volume
contains the history of many interesting episodes—the struggle of
the university with the Jesuits, the judgments of the Faculty upon
protestantism and upon various expressions of opinion inclining in
that direction, the opposition of the university to the concordat of
1516, its judgment upon the divorce of Henry VIII. As a record of
facts the book is eminently serviceable, and the expressions of opinion
are moderate. Q.

The Peasants' War in Germany, 1625-1626, by E. Belfort Bax
(London: Swan Sonnenschein & Co., 1899), gives, on the whole, a very
fair account of its subject. The narrative is clear, and follows good
authorities : some prepossessions on the writer's part, especially a strong
dislike of Melanchthon, a little spoil its value ; there seems, however, no
reason why this reformer should hope to escape a fate which (as we gather
from the preface) has equally overtaken an anonymous critic of a former
work by the same author. B.

Mr. A. W. Fox's Book of Bachelors (London: Constable & Co.,
1899) contains the lives of ten persons who flourished in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries and were all distinguished by the fact that
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